ABSTRACT Description of seismic wave attenuation is a hot topic in the geophysical area, and it is the basis of the attenuation-compensated seismic imaging technique, which aims to retrieve a high-resolution subsurface image for geological structure analysis and hydrocarbon reservoir prediction. The numerical simulation of viscoacoustic wave equation is an effective way to observe the seismic attenuation in lossy media. The existing study confirms that the seismic-quality-factor (Q) that is used to represent the strength of the viscous behavior of the earth is nearly independent of frequency, which is referred to as the constant-Q (CQ) model. The mathematical concept of fractional Laplacian is recently introduced to the geophysical area to form a compact CQ wave equation to describe seismic wave propagation. However, numerically solving the fractional Laplacian CQ wave equation by the traditional pseudospectral time-domain (PSTD) method suffers from a strict stability condition and great numerical dispersion due to a low-order temporal finite-difference (FD) approximation. To improve the temporal extrapolation accuracy, we derive the analytical wavenumber (k)-space domain propagators underlying the fractional Laplacian wave equation. We regard the k-space operators as mixed-domain matrices in the case of heterogeneous media and adopt a low-rank decomposition to approximate the matrices. With the low-rank approximation, an efficient time-marching formula is obtained for wavefield temporal extrapolation. We formulate the timemarching formula into a first-order equation system in terms of pressure and particle-velocity to welcome the perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition to eliminate the wraparound effects caused by the Fourier transform. A spatial-variable density is also incorporated to simulate more realistic amplitude variation. The numerical examples are carried out to verify the accuracy and stability of the viscoacoustic low-rank extrapolation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic wave modeling is an essential part of the technique of acoustic imaging that has been widely used in the areas of nondestructive examination [1] , biomedicine [2] , geophysics [3] , seismology [4] and so on. In the context of exploration geophysics area, the acoustic imaging technique
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is a major approach to prospect the shallow structures (usually less than 10 km). The popular seismic imaging methods, including reverse-time migration (RTM) [5] , least-squares reverse-time migration (LSRTM) [6] , and full-waveform inversion (FWI) [7] prefer to solve the full wave equation instead of the high-frequency counterparts [8] to utilize the full wavefield information. An efficient and accurate numerical solver is vital for numerical simulations of the full wave equation.
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and pseudospectral time-domain (PSTD) methods are frequently utilized numerical solvers for seismic modeling. In the early stage, the second-order FDTD method was used for its simplicity [9] , however it demands a dense grid sampling, about ten grid points per minimum wavelength (PPW) to suppress the spatial dispersion. Later, spatial high-order FDTD schemes are developed to relax the PPW restriction [10] , [11] . The high-order finite-difference (FD) coefficients are usually determined by the Taylor expansion (TE), which is only accurate at the low-frequency end. As an improvement, some optimization algorithms are applied to determine the FD coefficients [12] . The optimized FDTD enables using a shorter stencil to attain a similar accuracy to the high-order FDTD, thus saves computational time. In a relatively long period, people only care how to reduce the spatial dispersion, and ignore the temporal dispersion caused by time discretization. The centered second-order FD operator is the traditional scheme to approximate the temporal derivatives, which results in a simple three-step time-marching formula for wavefield temporal extrapolation. Only two time levels of wavefield need to be stored in computer for the threestep time-marching formula. However, the low-order temporal extrapolation suffers from a strict stability condition and visible temporal dispersion. A natural way to enhance the temporal extrapolation accuracy is applying higher-order FD operators to approximate the temporal derivative, but at the price of a longer temporal stencil length, which increases the memory consumption and the complexity to impose initial conditions [13] . The Lax-Wendroff approach that transforms the high-order temporal derivatives into highorder spatial derivatives via the wave equation is feasible to improve the temporal approximation accuracy, while preserving the compactness of the three-step time-marching formula [14] . Unfortunately, FD approximation of high-order spatial derivatives, especially the hybrid derivatives is likely to introduce numerical instability [15] .
The dispersion relation-based FDTD (DR-FDTD) [16] is a new approach to achieve high-order accuracy in both space and time. In DR-FDTD, the temporal and spatial approximations are considered together, as opposed to separate approximations in the traditional FDTD. The FD coefficients in DR-FDTD are determined by matching the discrete dispersion relation to the exact dispersion relation using the TE approach or least-squares (LS) optimization [17] - [19] . DR-FDTD forms the same three-step time-marching formula as the traditional temporal second-order FDTD, however, DR-FDTD can achieve high-order temporal accuracy by matching the true dispersion relation as a whole. DR-FDTD is also extended to elastic wave equation to simulate both longitudinal and shear wave propagation, recently [20] - [22] .
Despite of the simplicity and efficiency, FDTD still cannot avoid the spatial dispersion error completely. On the other hand, FDTD is limited to solve the traditional integer-order differential wave equations, and cannot be generalized to the noninteger-order differential equation system, directly.
As a hot branch of mathematics, fractional differentiation or integration has been widely used in many fields, such as electromagnetism [23] , medical imaging [24] , [25] , and geophysics [26] , [27] . In the geophysical area, the fractional derivative is related to the dissipation and dispersion of the media, and can be used to describe the attenuation that obeys a frequency power law [26] , [27] . Based on the connections between the fractional derivatives and the physical phenomenon of energy dissipation, a series of fractional derivative or fractional Laplacian viscoacoustic/viscoelastic wave equations are developed to describe the frequencydependent attenuation [28] , [29] . Among the existing fractional wave equations, a constant-Q (CQ) wave equation in terms of fractional Laplacians in [30] becomes popular in the exploration geophysics area, due to its high accuracy to describe the frequency-independent Q behavior [31] . The PSTD method that was previously developed to solve the integer-order wave equation in [32] is extended to solve the fractional Laplacian wave equation with the help of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [33] . Compared with FDTD, PSTD demands a smaller PPW of two, thus enables a larger grid spacing, which brings an efficiency gain. It deserves to mention that, a generalized FDTD, referred to as the matrixtransform method (MTM) is recently proposed to solve the fractional Laplacian wave equation with a good flexibility in handling complex boundary conditions [34] .
PSTD has been widely used in various areas, including seismic modeling [33] , electromagnetic computing [35] , and medical imaging [36] . The efficiency of PSTD is continuously improved by using different strategies, such as the nonuniform FFT (NUFFT) [37] and localized FFT [38] . However, PSTD treats the temporal derivatives in the same way as the traditional FDTD, which limits the temporal accuracy to be second-order. The low-order temporal extrapolation is subjected to a strict Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition, and suffers from visible temporal dispersion, which distorts the simulated waveform. To improve the temporal extrapolation accuracy, the dispersion relationbased PSTD, or referred to as the k-space approach is developed in [36] . The k-space operators are derived analytically and they help to compensate for the time-stepping errors caused by the low-order FD approximation of the temporal derivatives. In a homogeneous model, the k-space method provides dispersion-free and absolutely stable simulation results. When the velocity varies in space, the k-space operator is approximately viewed as a wavenumber-space mixeddomain matrix, and is handled by a low-rank decomposition algorithm in [39] - [41] . With the low-rank approximation, the k-space operator can be implemented at the price of a few times of FFT.
In this study, we develop a low-rank extrapolation scheme for the constant fractional-order Laplacian CQ wave equation in [42] to improve wavefield temporal extrapolation accuracy in lossy media. The constant fractional-order wave equation is a variant from the spatial variable-order fractional Laplacian wave equation in [30] . The new wave equation preserves the accuracy of the original wave equation, but is more flexible for PSTD simulation. We derive the analytical first-order k-space operators underlying the fractional Laplacian wave equation, and implement them on a staggered grid. The first-order time-marching equation system is different from the work in [42] , which derives the second-order k-space operators. The first-order timemarching system facilitates incorporating a spatial variable density. To simulate an unbounded domain, we apply an absorbing boundary condition at the truncation boundaries. We notice that the literature [43] has reported special boundary treatments for the fractional Laplacians, however, we still choose the well-established convolutional perfectly matched layer (CPML) [44] to handle the truncation boundaries.
We organize this work as follows. We first review the development of FDTD and PSTD numerical solvers in the introduction, and then introduce the traditional PSTD temporal extrapolation for the fractional Laplacian viscoacosutic wave equation. This is followed by a description of the low-rank extrapolation. Numerical examples are later carried out to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the low-rank extrapolation. Finally, we draw conclusions from the numerical results.
II. METHOD A. PSTD TEMPORAL EXTRAPOLATION
We start from a nearly CQ wave equation in terms of a few constant fractional-order Laplacians [42] ,
where p represents the scalar wavefield to be simulated, denotes the Laplace operator, and the other parameters are defined as
where c o is the velocity defined at a reference frequency of ω o , Q denotes the seismic-quality-factor, and ω d represents the dominant frequency of the source wavelet. ε is an empirically chosen constant parameter, and in [42] ε = 0.505 is suggested to ensure the simulation accuracy for Q ≥ 15. It is easy to observe that when Q → ∞, equation (1) degrades to the traditional acoustic wave equation. The traditional PSTD extrapolation can be realized by using the following time-marching formula,
where δt denotes the time-stepping size for temporal extrapolation and the superscript n in p indicates the time grid index. Equation (3) is obtained by using the centered second-order FD operator to approximate ∂ 2 p/∂t 2 , and the backward firstorder FD operator to handle ∂p/∂t. The three-step time-marching formula in (3) can be equivalently rewritten as
with the redefined wavefield variables of
where v x and v z are referred to as particle velocities, u denotes pressure, and ∂ x , ∂ z represent the first-order spatial derivatives with respect to x and z, respectively. Further incorporation of CPML and density into (4) results in
where ρ denotes density,
and the convolutional terms of (ϕ
) are related to the CPML, which only need to be computed in the absorbing boundary areas [44] . The spatial derivatives (∂ x , ∂ z ) and fractional Laplacians can be computed by using the Fourier responses of
and
where F denotes the forward FFT, k 2 = k 2 x + k 2 z with k x , k z standing for x-and z-axial wavenumbers respectively, and i is the imaginary unit.
The time-marching scheme expressed by (6) is referred to as the temporal second-order PSTD method, denoted by PSTD2. The PSTD2 temporal extrapolation with a relatively large δt suffers from great temporal dispersion due to the low-order FD approximation. The Lax-Wendroff approach is a conventional method to improve the temporal approximation accuracy. We review the construction of the temporal fourth-order PSTD (PSTD4) using the Lax-Wendroff approach in Appendix A. VOLUME 7, 2019
B. FIRST-ORDER K-SPACE OPERATORS
We construct highly accurate temporal extrapolation by using the k-space approach [36] . To derive the k-space operators underlying (1), we transform it into the wavenumber domain to obtain
wherep = F(p). Equation (10) represents a second-order linear differential equation, and it has an analytical solution ofp
where A and B are two undermined parameters, and
Based on the analytical solution in (11), one can readily obtain a three-step time-marching formula [42] :
In a similar way to derive (4) from (3), we can derive a firstorder time-marching equation system from (13), which is expressed as
where∂ x and∂ z denote pseudo-derivatives, and their wavenumber responses are defined as
where
We leave the detailed derivations from (13) to (14) in Appendix B. Further incorporating the CPML and density into (14) is direct. Notice that the wavenumber responses defined in (15) are different from the traditional Fourier responses in (8) by augmenting the corrector √ L, which is referred to as the first-order k-space operator. The k-space operator helps to eliminate the time-stepping error caused by the FD discretization.
C. LOW-RANK APPROXIMATION
For homogeneous media, the wavenumber responses defined by (15) and (16) are independent of space, thus the pseudoderivatives in (14) can be computed efficiently, by one time of FFT and one time of inverse FFT (IFFT). When considering 
to form the submatrix W (x, k m ). 4: Transpose W (x, k), exchange the roles of x and k, and repeat steps 1-3 to obtain the submatrix W (x r , k). 5: Randomly choose q rows and q columns from W (x, k) to form a q×q square matrix W (x q , k q ); choose q rows from the same row positions of W (x, k m ) to form W (x q , k m ); choose q columns from the same column positions of
we can compute , k) , and G m×r . a heterogeneous medium, we denote √ L as a k-space mixeddomain matrix of W (x, k) with x and k implying the dependences on space and wavenumber, respectively. We adopt a low-rank decomposition algorithm [39] to decompose the mixed-domain matrix into the products of three smaller matrices:
where {k m } ⊆ {k} denotes a representative subset of the whole wavenumber space {k}, and {x r } ⊆ {x} stands for a representative subset of the whole space {x}. m and r are referred to as ranks in the decomposition. Algorithm 1 describes how to determine the subsets of {k m } and {x r } from {k} and {x} respectively, and how to estimate the matrix G m×r . The decomposition in Algorithm 1 indicates an overall computational cost of O n 2 s N , where n s = O (q log N ), q = max (m, r), and N = max (N 1 , N 2 ) .
After the low-rank decomposition in (17) , the inverse Fourier transform of the product of W (x, k)ũ can be approximated by
The low-rank calculations of the pseudo-derivatives∂ x and∂ z in (14) require one time FFT and r times of IFFT. We point out that the ranks of m and r balance the simulation accuracy and efficiency.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES A. HOMOGENEOUS MODELS
We first verify the low-rank temporal extrapolation accuracy by comparing the low-rank solutions with the analytic solutions that are computed by the viscoacoustic Green function in [45] . We fix a constant velocity model of c o = 2000 m/s and try four different Q models of Q = 20, 40, 60, 90, respectively. The models consist of 800 × 800 grid nodes with the grid spacing of 10 m. A Ricker wavelet with the dominant frequency of 30 Hz is utilized as the source, and a receiver that is 2 km away from the source is used to record the seismograms. We assume the velocity model is defined at 30 Hz as well. The low-rank extrapolation adopts a time step of 2 ms. Considering the velocity and Q do not vary in space, we set the ranks of m = r = 1 in the low-rank decomposition. The comparison demonstrates that the computed seismograms by the low-rank method agree with the analytic solutions very well for different Q models, as shown in Figure 1 , which confirms the high accuracy of the low-rank temporal extrapolation. By comparing the curves in Figure 1 
B. GRADIENT MODEL
Next, we use a gradient model as shown in Figure 2 to verify the low-rank approximation accuracy. The velocity increases with the depth linearly, with the maximum and minimum of 4.5 km/s and 1.5 km/s, respectively. The model has the grid size of 400 × 400 with the grid spacing of 10 m.
We assume the velocity model is defined at a reference frequency of 200 Hz. We generate the Q and density models by L and the differences between the downsized true and approximated matrices. Considering the whole mixeddomain matrices are too large (160000 × 160000) to be stored in the computer, we randomly choose a smaller 10 × 10 blocks from the true and approximated matrices after the low-rank decomposition, and compare them in Figure 3 . One can observe that the low-rank decomposition error is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the true matrix with the ranks of m = r = 2, as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) . As m and r increase to 3, the decomposition error decreases to about three orders of magnitude smaller than the true matrix, as exhibited in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) . In the case of m = r = 4, the introduced error by the low-rank decomposition becomes negligible, as shown in Figure 3(f) . Note that the low-rank decomposition with m = r = 4 only takes the CPU time of 8 s, which confirms the high efficiency of Algorithm 1.
To demonstrate the effects of the ranks on the simulated wavefield, we display the computed snapshot at 0.75 s in Figure 4 . A Ricker wavelet with the dominant frequency of 30 Hz is located at (x, z) = (2.0, 1.0) km. A time step size of 1.5 ms, which means the maximum CFL number of 0.675 is applied for temporal extrapolation. We generate an accurate reference wavefield snapshot by using the traditional PSTD2 with a tiny time step of 0.1 ms. The simulated snapshot with m = r = 2 is shown in Figure 4 (a), with the difference from the reference displayed in Figure 4 which reveals a visible residual. However, when larger ranks of m = r = 3 are applied, the simulated wavefied is shown in Figure 4(b) , and the residual becomes smaller, as shown in Figure 4 (c). The results in Figure 4 verify that the ranks of m = r = 3 are sufficient to ensure the simulation accuracy for the gradient model. Note that the traditional PSTD2 method can only use a maximum time step of 1.0 ms for the same simulation for its stricter stability condition.
C. TWO-LAYER MODEL WITH A LARGE CONTRAST
We further use a two-layer model with a large velocity contrast to test the low-rank method. The model is discretized into 300 × 300 grid nodes with the spacing of 10 m. A horizontal interface at the depth of 1.5 km splits the model into two parts. The upper layer has the velocity and Q values of 2000 m/s and 20, respectively, while the bottom layer has the velocity and Q values of 5000 m/s and 50, accordingly. The density model is generated by using the same empirical relation mentioned above. We augment the model with a ten-grid-layer of PML at each side to avoid the boundary reflections. A Ricker wavelet with the dominant frequency of 30 Hz excites outgoing waves at (x, z) = (1.5, 1.0) km. We extrapolate wavefield in time for a maximum simulation time of 3.6 s.
The traditional PSTD2, PSTD4 and our low-rank temporal extrapolation schemes are used, respectively. A reference solution is simulated by using PSTD2 with a very small time step of 0.1 ms. We calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) error to measure the difference between two snapshots quantitatively. Four different time steps of δt =0.6, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2 ms are tested with PSTD2, respectively, and δt =1.2 and 0.6 ms are used for PSTD4, separately. For the low-rank method, we only try the time step of 1.2 ms with the ranks of m = r = 2. Figure 5 displays the variation of the RMS errors with time, which verifies that the low-rank extrapolation is more accurate than PSTD2 and PSTD4 for long-time simulations, even with a larger time step. It is easy to observe that, to achieve a comparable error level, PSTD2 has to use a smaller time step of δt = 0.3 ms that is one quarter of the time step used TABLE 1. Elapsed CPU time by different temporal extrapolation schemes for a maximum simulation time of 3.6 s, r = 2 in low-rank scheme.
in the low-rank method, as depicted in Figure 5 . When the same time step of 1.2 ms is applied for PSTD4 and the lowrank method, the RMS error caused by PSTD4 is apparently larger than that by the low-rank method. Even when the time step reduces by half, PSTD4 still fails to achieve the same accuracy as the low-rank method, as illustrated by Figure 5 .
The elapsed computational time of PSTD2, PSTD4 and the low-rank extrapolation schemes is listed in Table 1 . By combining the observations in Figure 5 and the results in Table 1 , we can safely conclude that the low-rank extrapolation achieves the highest efficiency to attain the similar simulation accuracy. Compared with PSTD2 with δt = 0.3 ms and PSTD4 with δt = 0.6 ms, the low-rank extrapolation with δt = 1.2 ms approximately runs two times faster. All the codes are executed on the same laptop with the CPU type of E3-1505M-v6 (3.0 GHz).
Regarding the numerical stability, we observe that the maximum time steps of 0.9 ms, 1.5 ms and 1.4 ms, corresponding to the CFL numbers of 0.45, 0.75 and 0.7 can be used for PSTD2, PSTD4 and the low-rank methods, respectively, which means that the low-rank extrapolation suffers from a little stricter stability condition than PSTD4, but enjoys a more relaxed stability condition than PSTD2.
To intuitively observe the simulated wavefield in the twolayer model, we display a few snapshots in Figure 6 , where Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the simulated snapshots by the low-rank method at 0.54 s and 0.672 s, respectively. Notice that the waves in Figure 6 (b) have entered into the PML absorbing areas, and they are absorbed by PML cleanly. For a comparison, Figure 6 (c) shows the snapshot without using any absorbing boundary conditions, and spurious waves appear from the boundaries due to the wraparound effects of FFT. On the other hand, when applying PSTD4 as the numerical solver, the simulated snapshot at 0.54 s is shown in Figure 6 (d), which is similar to Figure 6(a) . For a clear comparison between the PSTD4 and low-rank numerical solutions, we extract the vertical profiles at x = 1595 m from the snapshots in Figures 6(a) and 6(d) , and plot the profiles in Figure 7 , which indicates a better match between the lowrank numerical solution and the reference.
D. BP SALT MODEL
Finally, we apply the low-rank method to simulate wave propagation in more complicated BP salt model, as shown in Figure 8 . The Q and density models are generated by using the same empirical relations that are used in the previous two examples. We assume the velocity is defined at a reference frequency of 200 Hz, and we place a Ricker wavelet excitation source at the positions of (x, z) = (1.5, 0) km, as marked by the pentagram in Figure 8 . The dominant frequency of the source is 30 Hz. A time step size of δt = 1.5 ms is applied for the low-rank temporal extrapolation to realize a maximum simulation time of 4.5 s. The grid spacing of the model is 10 m, which implies the maximum CFL number of 0.675. With such a time step size, the traditional PSTD2 extrapolation is unstable. To measure the simulation error caused by the low-rank extrapolation, we generate a reference solution by using PSTD2 with a tiny time step of δt = 0.1 ms, which means the maximum CFL number of 0.045. With such a small CFL number, the PSTD2 numerical solution can be accurate sufficiently. We place two receivers at (x, z) = (1.0, 1.2) km and (x, z) = (2.3, 1.35) km respectively, as marked by the triangles in Figure 8 .
The simulated snapshots at 0.75 s and 1.125 s by the low-rank method are displayed in Figures 9(a) and 9(c) , respectively, which includes correctly described reflected and transmitted waves. The PML boundary condition also works well in absorbing the outgoing waves. Note that the ranks of m = r = 3 are applied for the lowrank extrapolation. The differences between the simulated snapshots and the references at 0.75 s and 1.125 s have weak amplitudes, as displayed in Figures 9(b) and 9(d) accordingly, which confirms the low-rank extrapolation accuracy.
The recorded seismograms at the two receivers are displayed in Figure 10 for a detailed comparison. The results indicate that low-rank numerical solutions computed with δt = 1.5 ms are more accurate than the PSTD4 numerical solutions computed with the same time step. Only when the time step reduces to 0.75 ms, the PSTD4 numerical solutions become comparable with the low-rank solutions, as depicted in Figure 10 . Regarding the computational time, to run the same maximum simulation time of 4.5 s, the low-rank temporal extrapolation with δt = 1.5 ms approximately takes 480 s, while PSTD4 with δt = 1.5, 0.75 ms consumes 352 s and 686 s, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed an efficient and accurate temporal extrapolation scheme for the fractional Laplacian viscoacoustic wave equation. The temporal extrapolation is based on a low-rank approximation of the mixed-domain k-space operators that underlie the fractional Laplacian viscoacoustic wave equation. We reformulate the second-order wave equation into the first-order equation system and implement the temporal extrapolation on a staggered grid. The spatial variable density and the well-established PML absorbing boundary condition are incorporated into the low-rank extrapolation easily. Numerical examples verify the higher accuracy and more relaxed CFL stability condition of the low-rank extrapolation than the traditional temporal secondorder PSTD extrapolation. When comparing the low-rank method with the conventional temporal fourth-order PSTD method under the condition of a similar simulation accuracy, we observe that the low-rank extrapolation can be more efficient than the conventional temporal fourth-order scheme. The developed low-rank temporal extrapolation can accelerate the wave equation-based migration and full-waveform inversion which involve a large amount of wavefield temporal extrapolation. Currently, we only discuss the low-rank extrapolation in the acoustic media, however, extending the lowrank method to elastic, viscoelastic or even anisotropic media can be realized by deriving the k-space operators underlying the wave equations. Application of the low-rank approximation method to the Maxwell equations and other types of timedependent wave equations is also possible.
APPENDIX A CONVENTIONAL PSTD4
The fractional Laplacian wave equation (1) can be expressed as
According to the TE approximation, we have
Inserting (A-3) into (A-1) and omitting the high-order term lead to PSTD4:
The temporal fourth-order derivative ∂ 4 p n ∂t 4 can be transformed into the spatial derivatives with the help of the wave equation (A-1), which means
When considering a heterogeneous density model and extrapolating the wavefield on a staggered grid, we can reformulate (A-6) into a first-order time-marching system,
The time-marching system in (A-7) represents the conventional PSTD4 temporal extrapolation. If the term δt 2 12 ρc 2 D ρ κ vanishes in (A-7), PSTD4 degrades to the traditional PSTD2 in (6) .
APPENDIX B FIRST-ORDER TIME-MARCHING
The analytical three-step time-marching formula in (13) can be rewritten as By introducing the wavefield variables in (5), we can reformulate (B-2) into (14) . Note that, although the approximation e x ≈ 1 − x is only first-order accurate, it hardly reduces the whole time-marching accuracy of (B-2), as reported in [42] . VOLUME 7, 2019 
